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CONCLUSION

It is concluded that detonation events can be compared to prior identical detonation events
emitted light signature
for this purpose, i.e. to gauge detonation events:

 renders consistent data for identical events
 indicates full detonation
 light signatures for the same detonation at different wavelengths is not the same
 small differences in geometry can be det
 consistency of casting / press / machining process can be verified
 different explosive types render different signatures
 a database of characteristic light emission(s) at certain wavelength(s) can be compiled for 

every detonative event by using these
 it can be used during research and QA

Detecting at two wavelengths (one in UV, and one in the Visible to IR
confidence of the resulting gauging decision. This will be a valuable tool during acceptance activities, 

will also play an important role during the research and development of new generation 
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Once again, the differences in light signatures are clearly visible, with the Nitromethane exhibiting a short 
burst of IR light. This is superseded by far by the PE4, whilst the ANFO is hardly visible.
clear, is that the signatures are dist
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with a higher confidence level. 
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ensure the capture of the complete light radiation 
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Once again, the differences in light signatures are clearly visible, with the Nitromethane exhibiting a short 
burst of IR light. This is superseded by far by the PE4, whilst the ANFO is hardly visible.
clear, is that the signatures are distinctively different.
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against one another 

For the purpose of gauging detonation events utilising the detectors as described above, one would 
usage of e.g. 

(UV), and one in the Blackbody Emission phase (Visible to NIR). This will enable a 

Furthermore, placing e.g. 4 detectors 90 degrees apart in a circular fashion around the 
ensure the capture of the complete light radiation 

for solid encased munitions with non-predic

CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that detonation events can be compared to prior identical detonation events
, and that the CSIR developed 

i.e. to gauge detonation events:

renders consistent data for identical events
indicates full detonation 
light signatures for the same detonation at different wavelengths is not the same
small differences in geometry can be det
consistency of casting / press / machining process can be verified
different explosive types render different signatures
a database of characteristic light emission(s) at certain wavelength(s) can be compiled for 
every detonative event by using these

used during research and QA

Detecting at two wavelengths (one in UV, and one in the Visible to IR
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also play an important role during the research and development of new generation 
Enhanced Explosives and Insensitive Munitions.
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Once again, the differences in light signatures are clearly visible, with the Nitromethane exhibiting a short 
burst of IR light. This is superseded by far by the PE4, whilst the ANFO is hardly visible.

inctively different. 

be contained in the characteristic signature databank of charges and 
munitions, and used as comparison baseline for e.g. acceptance testing. For new generation 
explosives (including Insensitive Munitions), such a databank 

against one another in support of research activities.

For the purpose of gauging detonation events utilising the detectors as described above, one would 
e.g. two detectors: one in the Ionisation and Shock phase 

(UV), and one in the Blackbody Emission phase (Visible to NIR). This will enable a 

Furthermore, placing e.g. 4 detectors 90 degrees apart in a circular fashion around the 
ensure the capture of the complete light radiation (360 degrees) 

predictable fragmentation 

It is concluded that detonation events can be compared to prior identical detonation events
developed a 

i.e. to gauge detonation events: 

renders consistent data for identical events 

light signatures for the same detonation at different wavelengths is not the same
small differences in geometry can be detected 
consistency of casting / press / machining process can be verified
different explosive types render different signatures
a database of characteristic light emission(s) at certain wavelength(s) can be compiled for 
every detonative event by using these detector(s)

used during research and QA 

Detecting at two wavelengths (one in UV, and one in the Visible to IR
confidence of the resulting gauging decision. This will be a valuable tool during acceptance activities, 

also play an important role during the research and development of new generation 
Insensitive Munitions.
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Once again, the differences in light signatures are clearly visible, with the Nitromethane exhibiting a short 
burst of IR light. This is superseded by far by the PE4, whilst the ANFO is hardly visible.

be contained in the characteristic signature databank of charges and 
munitions, and used as comparison baseline for e.g. acceptance testing. For new generation 

ch a databank could
in support of research activities.

For the purpose of gauging detonation events utilising the detectors as described above, one would 
two detectors: one in the Ionisation and Shock phase 

(UV), and one in the Blackbody Emission phase (Visible to NIR). This will enable a 

Furthermore, placing e.g. 4 detectors 90 degrees apart in a circular fashion around the 
(360 degrees) in a doughnut pattern. This might be 
table fragmentation 

It is concluded that detonation events can be compared to prior identical detonation events
a single wavelength detector 

light signatures for the same detonation at different wavelengths is not the same

consistency of casting / press / machining process can be verified
different explosive types render different signatures 
a database of characteristic light emission(s) at certain wavelength(s) can be compiled for 

detector(s) 

Detecting at two wavelengths (one in UV, and one in the Visible to IR
confidence of the resulting gauging decision. This will be a valuable tool during acceptance activities, 

also play an important role during the research and development of new generation 
Insensitive Munitions. 
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Once again, the differences in light signatures are clearly visible, with the Nitromethane exhibiting a short 
burst of IR light. This is superseded by far by the PE4, whilst the ANFO is hardly visible.

be contained in the characteristic signature databank of charges and 
munitions, and used as comparison baseline for e.g. acceptance testing. For new generation 

 also be created to compare
in support of research activities. 

For the purpose of gauging detonation events utilising the detectors as described above, one would 
two detectors: one in the Ionisation and Shock phase 

(UV), and one in the Blackbody Emission phase (Visible to NIR). This will enable a 

Furthermore, placing e.g. 4 detectors 90 degrees apart in a circular fashion around the 
in a doughnut pattern. This might be 

table fragmentation and/or breakup.

It is concluded that detonation events can be compared to prior identical detonation events
single wavelength detector 

light signatures for the same detonation at different wavelengths is not the same
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